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Carter upsets Jackson's labor force in Pa.;
Ford wins unopposed in Republican primary
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Jimmy
Carter won the Pennsylvania
presidential primary election last
night, stopping the would-be stoppers
and gaining new headway for his
front-running Democratic campaign.
The former Georgia governor led
virtually everywhere, trailing Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of Washington only
in Philadelphia*Jackson's labor and
Democratic organization support was
the key there.
Bui it wasn't enough in the
popularity contest.

Jimmy Carter

Sen. Henry M. Jackson

NATIONAL CONVENTION
delegates were elected separately, and
in that competition, the vote counting
was slow.

Jackson's allies in labor and in the
Pennsylvania Democratic
establishment had tried to put
together a stop-Carter movement,
some of them saying openly that is
was intended to benefit Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, who had shunned the
primaries but is expected to enter the
race late—if there is running room.
With 18 per cent of Pennsylvania's
9,638 precincts counted, the
Democratic vote stood this way:
-Carter 78.247 or 36 per cent.
-Jackson 56.906 or 26 per cent;
-Rep. Morris K. Udall of Arizona
42 468 or 20 per cent;
-Alabama Gov. George C Wallace
21.804 or 10 per cent and
--Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J.

Alternative court sites discussed
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
City administrators soon will begin
negotiations with Wood County
officials concerning a proposed move
of municipal court to quarters in the
new county office building.
At a special meeting Monday night
City Council gave the mayor,
municipal adininistiatoy and city
attorney authority to gather
information about moving the court
"This doesn't commit us in any
way. though." Council President Bruce
H. Bellard said
COUNCIL'S DECISION followed
an address by Municipal Court Judge
H. Richard Dunipace. who said he
prefers moving the court to the county
facility over oilier altematiuv
He said the existing court building
at 324 N. Maple St. could be
renovated at a cost of about (66,000,
but even after improvements aie made,
the structure still would.be antiquated.
Anntliet possibility, Dunipace said.

is to move the court to the first floor
of the Wood County Court House.
This would not be satisfactory,
however, because much of the
building's space could not be utilized
efficiently, he said. He explained the
proposed court area would have to be
constructed around a marble staircase
and an intricately decorated wall in
the Court House.
The architect's plans would place
the courtroom at the east end of the
building and offices at the west end.
Dunipace said, adding that this would
not be practical
DUNIPACE SAID his least favorite
alternative is for the city to purchase
the old post office on North Main
Street to house the court. If this
occiired. he said, renovation would
lake many months and thousands of
dollars.
One of the major benefits of
establishing the court in die county
office building is that the facility
would be largo enough to meet all the
rule- of superintendents. Dunipace
said

He said these rules, established three
and a half years ago by the Ohio
Supreme Court, were created to
update state judicial methods.
The rules require courts to keep
detailed records and to provide
consulting rooms for private attorneys,
witness rooms, jury rooms and public
defendants' offices, he said.
"IN THIS BUILDING (on Maple
Street), we have little file room," he
said. "And for the last six years. I
haven't even had an office."
Councilman Boyd Crawford said the
city has a moral obligation to move
into the new county building. He said
Council earlier agreed to move the city
police department into the facility,
but later decided against the
relocation.
"Since we can't get together about
using it for the police and we can for
the court, then this is the next best
thing," Crawford said.
Mayor Alvin L. Perkins said he
thinks the court needs new
accomodations more urgently than

does the police department.
"I think the court needs to make
the move more, that's why I think it's
the way to go." he said.
THE COST OF moving the
municipal court to the county facility
will be about a third of the cost of
moving the police department there.
Municipal Administrator Wesley K.
Hoffman said.
City Attorney Patrick Crowley said
the rental price for office space in the
county building would be $4.50 per
square foot each year for 20 years.
After that time, he said the city
would pay only a percentage of the
total building maintenance cost.
The state legislature is considering a
bill proposing that all municipal courts
be absorbed into county court
systems. Crowley said. If the state
makes such a ruling, the 20-year lease
would not be binding, he said.
No legislation was discussed oi
voted on at the meeting.

Passenger jet crashes; 47perish
CHARLOTTE AMALIE. Virgin
Islands (API-An American Aiiltncsjet
with 88 persons aboard crashed into
an embankment at the end of the
airport runway yesterday and
exploded in flames as it ripped across a
busy highway.

Weather
Mostly clear and warmer today
through tomorrow. High today in
the upper 40s or low 50s. Low
tonight in the low to mid 30s.
High tomorrow in the mid to
upper $0s. Chance of
precipitation 10 per cent today
and tonight.

Civil Defense officials said 47
charred bodies were recovered from
the wreckage
They reported 36 survivors, some
severely burned, were taken to Knud
Hanson hospital, the only hospital on
Si. Thomas Island, and 15 were
released after treatment.
The othoi victims were not
accounted for.
OFFICIALS SAID there could be
some casualties among persons on the
ground. The three-jet Boeing 727 hit
at least seven automobiles and
smashed into a gas station and a
tavern, a fire official said. Two cars
were crushed under the smouldering

fuselage bul it was not known if they
had been occupied or were parked at
the station.
American Airlines in San Juan.
Puerto Rico, announced that the
jetliner was Flight 625 from
Providence. R I , with a stop at New
York's Kennedy Airport. They said
the craft earned 81 passengers and a
crew of seven.
Federal Aviation Administration
officials in Atlanta, Ga., said the plane
apparently touched down too late on
the runway and then applied power
but was unable to become airborne.
RICHARD RIGDEN of New
Canaan, Conn., who survived the crash
with his wife, Sally, said, "I felt like

we didn't get down soon enough. We
didn't touch ground until we were
even with the terminal. Then I heard
the engines roar as if he were trying to
hold her straight The next thing I
knew we were crashing into the
buildings."
OTHER PLANES continued to land
on the 5,000-foot runway that one fire
department official said "is extremely
short and they know it is critically
dangerous." The weather was warm
and clear at the time of the
midaftemoon accident.
The airport has mountains on three
sides and planes make their approach
from the sea.

Shapp. Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana,
and Fred R. Harris, all campaign
dropouts, and anliabottion candidate
Ellen McCoimack divided the rest of
the vote.
PRESIDENT FORD won without
opposition in the Republican primary.
Ronald Reagan skipped Pennsylvania
to make his stand in moie promising
conservative territory. He and Ford
meet in the Texas primary on
Saturday.
Carter had said the Pennsylvania
primary could be the most important
of the year. His investment of time
and money certainly ranked it as a lop
priority contest. He spent II days in
the state, and his organization spent
about $300,000 on the campaign.
Jackson campaigned intensively,
too. and estimates of his spending ran
up to $250,000. But Jackson got more
campaign for his money, since he had
the help of labor and of Democratic
organizations in Philadelphia.

They worked to turn out the
Jackson vote, and distributed the
sample ballots dial were a key to
electing delegates in a contest so
complicated as to bewilder some
voters.
Udall said he was suffering more
than the other two from the cutoff of
federal campaign subsidies. His
Pennsylvania budget was estimated at
$125,000 to $150,000. about half of
it borrowed money
Wallace, who ran second to
Humphrey in the 1972 Pennsylvania
primary, spent only two days in the
state.
Jackson's allies, among them
Philadelphia Mayoi Frank Rizzo. were
most helpful in the delegate
competition. Carter, who look a crack
at RiZZO in virtually every campaign
speech, said the machine politicians
were for Jackson and the people were
for him.
Jackson said that was ridiculous.

SGA petitions reps,
Moore about assaults
By t Midi Bloom

Staff Reporter
Student Government Association
(SGA) unanimously passed a motion
last night to send letters to State
Representatives for Educational
Budgets and University president
Hollis A. Mooic Jr. recommending
action be taken lo deter assaults on
campus.
Die letter recommends mat a study
bo made and reports issued tor the
cost and practicality of increasing
University Police foot patrols and the
cost ot illuniinalmg iho campus and
surrounding areas. This would be using
lighting facilities which ire alieady in
place but have been turned off because
of the tight budgeting
"I don't think the letter can harm
the Situation, it can only have positive
effects," W. Randall Hathaway. SGA
president, slid.
SGA vice president David II. CrOwi
said he wants all SGA senators lo do
what they can lo dispcll luniors which
followed 2 recent campus assaults.
In other action SGA has assigned
senators lo the newly determined
voter districts: llarshman. Karen K.
Chrislofer; Kieischer and Health
Center, Robert D. Meriting;
Offcnhauer East and West. Proul and
the French House, loriii W. ('ope;
MacDonald. Jennie L. Allen; Rodgers.
Kohl and Conklin. John M Blaskovic;
Pounders, Wendy A Weaver;
Sororities. Kalhryn J Mathes;
Fraternities, David E. Hyland; Off
Campus. Thomas II. Been, and Karyn
H. Christenscn; At Large. Mark h
Dobeck, Timothy A. Davis and Bruce

II. Burkholdcr.
DISCUSSION of whether to place
the French House in the sorority
district is being held off until the now
SGA administration takes office,
tentatively May 18.
Senator Mary Helen Framme
reported that Senate Executive
Committee of Faculty Senate has
passed a motion recommending that
when a student initially icgisicis for a
class as an audit, giade oi ST he
should not be able to change >i
Framme disagreed with the motion
saying, "it takes away the student's
right to change his mind."
Framme also reported that
Academic Policies Board

recommended that when a student
takes a course as an audit it should not
show on Ins transcript.
At the present lime audit policy
reads that a professor has u choice of
whethei or not the course will appear
on the student's transcript
rhis is
detcimined by whethei the student
appears in class and takes exams.
BOTH MOTIONS will go before
Faculty Senate at their next meeting.
New projects by other senators
include trying lo arrange tor students
who commit minor offenses on
campus to work off their sentences
through volunteer work. The offense
would then be removed from the
student's record.
Senators trying to raise money to
enable SGA to join the National
Student Lobby, plan to ask for money
in downtown bars this weekend. The
theme is. "put 50 cents in a jar lo
lower tuition."

WBGU-TVs $750,000 operating budget supplemented from outside sources
Editor's note: This is the first of a
three-part series focusing on
WBGU-TV.Channel 57. Today's article
offers the station's history and
outlines its funding.
By Beth Rooney
University students rarely think of
WBGU-fV as exceptional in its field—if
they think about it at all. But Channel
57 is more than one small cog in the
public television system. It is an
educational television station that
works to be something more than a
number on a dial.
What is now Channel 57 was
founded in 1964 as Channel 70 by the
University's Dr. Duanc Tucker and Dr.
Kenneth McFall. It operated out of
the same television studio students
now are using in South Hall. At that
time, all programming was live.
In 1966 WBGU-TV began
broadcasting from its present site on
Troupe Avenue, using the black and
white cameras that are now being used
in South Hall.
CHANNEL 70 became Channel 57
in March 1973, when a new
750,000-watt color transmitter was
built. At that time, the station was
rebuilt to become a complete color
facility. In January 1975 a translator
began broadcasting Channel 57's
programming to Fort Wayne, Ind.
The station operates on a budget of
about $750,000 and employs 30
full-time staff members,
approximately 50 undergraduates and
four graduate assistants.

Although Channel 57 is run
primarily by students, it is a
professional station. It is part of two
networks; the Public Broadcasting
Service. (PBS) and the Ohio
Educatiorial Television Network.
PBSs parent organization was
formed in 1967. The Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB) invited
television representatives to a meeting
in 1970 lo form PBS. PBS is an
organized federation of public
television stations with a policy set by
a group of laymen from local TV
stations. They receive guidance from a
PBS board of managers.
THERE ARE more than 250 public
TV stations in this country. WBGU-TV
is one of 65 PBS stations in the United
States licensed to universities. Other
stations are licensed to state
authorities, communities and school
systems.
Because Channel 57 is part of the
University, the main financial support
is provided by the academic budget.
But there are other sources that
provide funds to public television
stations across the country. These
include stations themselves working
together through a process called the
station program cooperative and fund
sources such as from CPB, foundation
grants, corporate underwriting and
government agencies such as the US
Dept. of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW).
Station program cooperative enables
individual stations to view nationally
broadcast programs and pick the ones
they wish to buy. According to

Channel 57 s program director Ronald
J. Gargasz, WBGU-TV spent $51,000
for national programming last year.
Those funds were matched by the
Ford Foundation and CPB.
Last year Channel 57 received
$12,000 in corporate underwriting and
75 per cent toward the purchase of
new color cameras and switching
equipment were paid for by a grant of
$144,000 from HEW.

reputation among Ohio stations. We
were the first to seek out and obtain a
grant from the Ohio, ETV Network
Commission for public affairs
programs, which was 'Ohio This

Week.'"
When asked about public
television's popularity as compared
with commercial stations, Gargasz
said, "There is no public station

anywhere that draws anywhere near as
good ratings as a commercial station."
That is due, Gargasz explained, to
PBS's comparative newness and its
philosophy of programming.

BUT FUNDING is only one part of
the station's concern. Another major
division is programming. According to
Gargasz, "It's what the station is all
about."
The total budget at Channel 57 for
programming last year was $70,000.
Part of that was spent on local
programming, including the two and a
half hours of live news shows each
week. Another factor in the budget are
the "remote" sports shows, which cost
between $5O0-$l,0O0 each to tape.
The rest of the budget goes to national
programming: $17 000 alone was
spent by Channel 57 in 1975 for
"Sesame Street."
A typical programming day consists
of children's educational shows until
late afternoon, followed by news, then
various well-known evening programs
like "Masterpiece Theater" or "Monty
Python's Flying Circus."
Dr. Duane Tucker, general manager
at WBGU-TV, said that in comparison
with the other Ohio public stations,
Channel 57 s programming "is among
the leaders in quantity, quality and
variety. We have z very good

Roll 'em

Mike Berry is a student producer/director for WBGU-TV (Channel 57). Their staff
includes 30 full-time employes, approximately 50 undergraduates and four graduate
assistants. (Newsphoto by Steve Schippen)
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eDITGRiaLS
an unusual
celebration
The 200th birthday of America has spawned thousands of
commissions, most of which are designed to create celebrations for
the Bicentennial. One of these agencies, the Peoples Bicentennial
Commission (PBC) with headquarters in Washington, DC, has come
up with a special way of celebrating the Bicentennial.
Instead of planning a celebration for America's 200th birthday, it
is encouraging a mini-revolution throughout America's corporate
structure. While it may be time to clean up the dealings of America's
large companies, the PBC is trying to do it in the wrong way.
In a letter sent out to more than 10,000 secretaries working for
major corporate executives in the US, the PBC offered $25,000 for
any concrete information "that leads directly to the arrest,
prosecution, conviction and imprisonment of a chief executive
officer of one of America's Fortune 500 corporations for criminal
activity relating to corporate operations."
More recently, the offer for such information has been extended
to some 13,000 journalists. The PBC points out that "its time to
apply the same standards of public scrutiny and exposure to
individual corporate leaders, as the press does with political leaders
and other public figures."
The PBC has a valid point in wanting to end illegal corporate
activities. But hiding under the guise of the Peoples Bicentennial
Commission and recruiting 23,000 people to work as undercover
agents for a $25,000 pay-off is certainly not in keeping with the
Bicentennial spirit it is supposedly fostering.
That money should be used for more constructive government
watchdog agencies and law enforcement authorities. This is more in
keeping with the original spirit of independence as our founding
fathers saw it, not for schemes by non-productive vigilante groups.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes and encourages all letters lo the editor. Leiters
miy comment on other letters, columns, editorials or may address any
subject i student, faculty member or other reader feels the need to comment
on.
We ask, however, that all letters remain in good taste and in accord with
the laws of libel. No personal attacks on another person will be allowed.
The News maintains the right to edit or reject letters and columns.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten and triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns must indued the author's name, address and
telephone number and be signed. They can be dropped off or mailed to the
BG News, 106 University Hall. Letters are subject to verification.

-•
WASHINGTON-What constitutes ;
cuckoo behavior by a high government
official? James Schlesinger, the former
Secretary of Defense, gets on the tube
recently and tells us. yes, he and some
of his colleagues at the Cabinet level
played around with the idea of sending
funs to the Chinese.
JM Former Governor Ronald Reagan.
kg is seeking lo establish himself as
"JhY greatest anti-Red of them all,
'doesn't get in front of the
microphones to suggest that Mr.
Schlesinger needs a keeper. Nobody
. does. There is some public discussion
• kboui the wisdom of the idea, but no
strong voice hses to say that Mr.
Schlesinger is insane for even thinking
about sending munitions to the Red
Chinese. What he did is called
exploring one's options, and very soon
the matter was dropped.
It is reported that toward the end
! former President Nixon went crackers.
Hitting the bottle after working hours,
staring morosely at the fire in the
fireplace which has been lit in (he
i middle of July in Washington. D.C.
Ah. but he had the air-conditioning
on. A lot of nuts do that. It doesn't
follow, though, that they will also
make atomic war.
It was bad form for a President who
was telling us underlings not to waste
fuel, but as for the drinking, ask
yourself, if you were being chased
"down the street by 100 million
maddened fellow taxpayers, wouldn't
you stop off at McGinty's for a couple
' of belts?

WAS INVITING Henry Kissinger to
pray with him on the rug an act of
'i madness? (And remember, he knelt or
' that.rug, he didn't eat it.) Asking the
world's best known roly-poly diplomat
to intercede on one's behalf with the
God of the Christians, the Jews and
'the Moslems, could be interpreted less
as a, symptom of insanity and more as
-. one of desperation.
Given the fact that by July of 1974,
the only major newspaper left in the
I' world continuing to support him was
'. Pravda, dropping to one's knees to
' appeal to an even higher power than
>)' American public opinion can't in and
' of itself be considered irrational.
(
Who else besides Hen Henry did he
■ hive who might consent to act as his
amicus curiae in the heavenly court?
Wouldn't you rather have that chubby
, but not altogether unloveable guttural
■ rascal praying for you than H.R. (Bob)
Haldeman or Billy Graham? He might
Have asked Gov. Jimmy Carter to

reagan and the panama canal
AUSTIN -Texans remember the
Alamo but they probably have
forgotten Quemoy and Matsu. That's
understandable. So have most other
Americans. But that hot issue of the
I960 Kennedy-Nixon debates finds a
strange parallel in the Texas primary
argument over Cuba and the Panama
Canal.
Sixteen years ago, Richard Nixon
practically accused John Kennedy of
being soft on Communism for refusing
"And then on the eve of the Florida
to pledge that America's military
primary election, Mr. Ford went to
muscle would be used to keep
Florida, called Castro an outlaw and
Quemoy and Matsu from falling into
said he'd never recognize him. But he
the hands of Mao Tse-Tung. With
Nixon's defeat that year, the two . hasn't asked our Latin-American
neighbors to reimpose a single
Chinese Nationalists isles receded once
sanction, nor has he taken any action
again into the Pacific mists and the
himself. Meanwhile Castro continues
recesses of Amehca's mind.
to export revolution to Puerto Rico,
Then came 1972 and President
to Angola, and who knows where else?"
Nixon's splashy trip to Mainland
China. Suddenly Quemoy and Matsu
were caught up in an even bigger
As for the Canal Zone, Reagan tells
equation of American policy, for
Texans that it is "sovereign US
territory, every bit the same as Alaska
Nixon had switched positions.
and all the states that were carved
His tacit recognition . of Mao's
from the Louisiana Purchase. We
regime as the "one China" included
should end those negotiations (with
not only the Mainland but eventually
the title to Chinese Nationalist Taiwan
Panama) and tell them we bought it.
and Quemoy and Matsu, too.
HISTORY MAY be repeating itself
here in the Republican presidential
primary. Ronald Reagan has taken a
bead on President Ford with the same
kind of hot rhetoric that Nixon used
against Kennedy.
The president, says Reagan, is soft
on Cuba's Castro and squeamish about
asserting U.S. sovereignty over the
Panama Canal.
It could be an effective line of
attack here in Texas and the rest of
the Southwest where Latin America is
just beyond the Rio Grande river and
where US "machismo" is a prized
political commodity.
The Reagan message, as honed in his
nationwide television speech a lew
weeks back and repeated now on the
Texas trail, accuses Mr. Ford and
Secretary of State Kissinger of
flip-flopping on Cuba.
"DURING THIS last year, they
carried on a campaign to befriend
Castro. They persuaded the
Organization of American States to lift
its trade embargo, they lifted some US
trade restrictions, they engaged in
cultural exchanges.

v

we paid for it, we built it, and we
intend to keep it."
Heady stuff for a contest between
two Republicans. And while the
Reagan line isn't quite accurate. Mr.
Ford and Kissinger have clouded the
record by hinting and then
withdrawing the possibility of new
American action against Castro for his
involvement in Angola--and by a fuzzy
Ford explanation of American policy
on the Panama Canal.
ACTUALLY, THE US didn't
"persuade" the OAS-to lift sanctions
on Cuba last summer. It merely went
along with the OAS majority. And
American sanctions against Cuba still
stand. Nor is there any trade deal. Nor
has there been a cultural exchange
program.
As for "befriending" Castro, the
Ford administration did ease passport
restrictions to test Cuban interest in
ending hostile relations. But that
ceased with he Cuban adventure in
Angola.
On the Panama Canal. Reagan
simply hasn't done his homework. The
US didn't buy the Canal Zone from

Nicholas
vonHoffman

come pray over him, but a sane man
would have preferred impeachment to
retaining office at such a price.
Another piece of evidence adduced
to show that former President Nixon
suffered from zucchini on the brain is
that he talked to pictures. But lots of
people talk to pictures. Think of the
millions of young men who do more
than talk to the pictures they see in
their Playboys and Penthouses every
month. No, you're not a screwball if
you talk to pictures, but only if the
pictures talk back.
SOMETIMES YOU can see the
paranoia and presumption, the
dementia and instabiltity of a
president more clearly in his public
statements than in his private
mm nun nigs in the art gallery. In these
words you may be able to catch the
insecure and dangeriously unbalanced
Nixon.
"We have allowed a soft
sent imentalism to form the
atmosphere we breathe. And in that
kind of atmosphere a diffuse desire to
do good has become a substitute for
tough-minded plans and operations...it
is clearer than ever we face a relentless
struggle in every comer of the
globe...We dare not fail to see the
insidious nature of this new and
deeper struggle.
"We dare not fail to grasp the new
concepts, the new tools, the new sense
of urgency we will need to combat
it-whether in Cuba or South Vietnam.
And we dare not fail to realize that
this struggle is taking place every day,
without fanfare, in thousands of
villages and markets-day and
night-and in classrooms all over the
globe...Let me make dear as the
President of the United States that I
am determined upon our system's
survival and success, regardless of the
cost and regardless of the peril."
Frightening language. It exemplifies
why some people were so worried that

WHEN RICHARD Nixon spoke of
America, the pitiful weak giant, people
called their shrinks and asked for the
prognosis; John Kennedy elicited
applause when he said. "If Khrushchev
wants to rub MY nose in the dirt, it's

all over." (emphasis added) Not even
when people were eavesdropping on
Mr. Nixon discoursing with the
portraits of Franklin Pierce and
Chester A. Arthur, was he overheard
to mumble that he might blow the
world up for his own amour propre.
Mr. Kennedy's speeches are
peppered with phrases tli.it can he
interpreted to mean that foreign
policy for him was a personal test to

Lerrers
working?

Where arc the supervisors is once
again the question. We obviously need
them here at BGSU.
Here at BG. the unwritten rule of
the ancillary staff (maids,
maintenance, painters, etc.) seems to
be to do as little work as possible
while at work. Now before thirty
maids come storming over here to pile
garbage in front of my door, let me
cite some examples.
Last week the hallways of
Offenhauer were painted (one year
after they were plastered). We watched
several painters calmly plant
themselves in our TV lounge for a two
hour lunch. Fall quarter (before a few
phone calls), our hall was only being
swept once every ten days, and the
bathrooms were never being
thoroughly cleaned.
The maids here in Offenhauer have
often been observed averaging about
three long coffee breaks per morning
and are known to disappear into their
lounge about 3:30 and not reappear
until quitting time.
I'm also sure that most students
have noticed our vaunted maintenance
men diligently sitting on tables and
drinking coffee. Why is it necessary to
pile four men into a cart so only one
can salt an icy walk? Why is it necessary
for two,men to drive around in a
cushman so one can walk around and
spear gum wrappers in the parking lot?
I'm sure that avery student can
probably add several more examples.
We all know the line that is given to
students and parents when fees go up.
The administrator can point to a list or
rising costs and say "What can I do?" It
seems futile to put little red dots all
over campus so light bulbs' aren't
replaced to save money while paying
people for several hours of leisure

UNLIKE PERSONS born in the US,
children bom in the Canal Zone are
not automatically citizens of the US.
And if Reagan wantsto argue that the
Canal Zone is no different than the
status of Alaska or the Louisiana
Purchase states, he should be aware of
what he is saying. For that is
tantamount .to recognizing Soviet
sovereignty over Alaska and French
Sovereignty over a large part of the
American continent. Surely Reagan
would not make that kind of a swap
just to keep the Canal Zone in
American hands.
But even if the Canal Zone were
that vital, it couldn't be retained
without going to war in Latin
America. After Vietnam, my hunch is
that even hawkish Texas voters would
prefer to settle for a long-time treaty
over Panama Canal rights and the
chance to improve, not worsen. US
relations with the southern
hemisphere.

HOWEVER, WHEN WE 6ET THF dU& (XT...'

anyone who wants to be president is crazy
President Nixon had access to the
button. But those aren't his words.
They're taken from two speeches of
President John Kennedy's.

Panama in 1903 but merely purchased
the right to run the zone as if it were
US territory. Sovereignty remains with
Panama.

during each "work" day. Maybe if the
sloppily run staff areas were tightened
up the costs could be cut and not
raised.
Nothing is owed to the people who
do not put in 100 per cent.
Dismiss these non-workers and
replace them with students. Students,
whose jobs seem to be always on the
line, know that they have no choice
but to be diligent workers. Even
paying over the minimum wage, the
University will save thousands of
dollars in salary costs.
1 know that I will clean Johns and
sweep floors for a couple of hours a
day for money. Some maids and
maintenance people seem unwilling to
do this while still getting paid for it.
In all of the jobs that I've worked
at. you were expected to work the full
time you Were supposed to be
working. If you didn't, well there was
always somebody else who would be
willing to.
Where ate the supervisors? 1 don't
know. Maybe they are affected by the
same "coffee break syndrome" or
maybe they are just looking the other
way.
BUI Baud
904 Offenhauer West
Doug Thompson
901 Offenhauer West
John Foster
918 Offenhauer West

defense
I was really shocked when I read the
article concerning rape in the April 21
issue of the BG News. Almost any girl
can prevent a rape if she is properly
trained. A good way of learning how
to protect yourself is to take a course

find out if he had the matador's
macho, if he were tough enough, to
use one of his favorite words. (For an
excellent study of the meld of
personality and ideology and its effect
on events, see the forthcoming book.
"Pragmatic Illusions: The Presidential
Politics of John F. Kennedy." by
Bruce Miroff. David McKay. 1976.)
All ^i which goes to prove that we

on self-defense. Such a course is taught
here at the University.
The use of mace or other spray
chemicals could be of great help if the
victim has it on hand and can use it
properly. Sprays will stop the attacker
long enough for the victim lo get
away. Distributors of this type of
produce) are on campus and purchase
of this could be a wise and helpful
decision.
Trying to talk an attacker out of a
rape is really absurd. If a man is crazy
enough to try to rape an innocent girl
there's no way he'll stop and listen to
why he shouldn't rape her.
There are four types of attackers.
The drunk, purse snatcher. rapist, and
murderer.
The drunk can usually be avoided
by just running away. He's probably
too drunk to walk, let alone running
after you.
If approached by a purse snatcher
don't argue or fight for your purse.
Everything in a purse can be replaced,
but a life can't.
The rapist is only interested in
raping his victim. A victim's only
concern in this case is to hurt or stop
the attacker long enough to run to
safety. If necessary scream "fire" or
make enough commotion that you can
be heard, and receive assistance from
someone.
The murderer wants to both rape
then murder his victim. A woman
should have enough sense not to argue
or fight an attacker with a gun or knife
in his hand. Give in to him and hope
for a chance to escape. Chances are
he'll set his weapon down while he

,1,1

.,)„

are inclined to believe that anyone
who doesn't agree with us has got to
have bats in the belfry. When the
Ruskis lock up their political
dissidents in the bobby hatch, they
probably honestto-goodness think
they're cuckoo. Another possibility is
that all presidents are tweet-tweet.
You know what they say around this
town. You gotta be crazy to want the
job.

rapes his victim, and the victim can
attempt to retreive the weapon or hurt
him long enough to get away.
There are more tactics a girl can use
to protect herself than she may realize.
Kicks and punches used in the right
areas can stall the attacker long
enough for the victim to get away.
Margo E. Yocum
507Lowry
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Red ford aids 'President's men'
\

v
From Associated Press Reports
% STEVEN SOUAH. Patricia Hearst's
underground lover was acquitted
yesterday on federal bank robbery
charges in the holdup of a suburban bank
in which a woman was killed.
The eight women and four men
deliberated for 614 hours before delivering
the verdict in US District Court in
Sacramento, Calif.
A woman was killed by one of the four
robbers in the bank which meant that
under federal law Soliah could have been
sentenced to life imprisonment if
convicted. He was the only person
charged to date in the case.
Soliah was acquitted of charges that he
took part in the $15,000 robbery April
21, 1975 at a Crocker National Bank
branch in the Sacremento suburb of
Carmichael.

A NEW STUDY of US intelligence
agencies was proposed yesterday as a
compromise substitute for establishing a
single Senate committee to oversee
spying, submit governing legislation and
approve the nation's intelligence budget.
The compromise proposal drew
immediate criticism from senators who
said it would keep the present,
fragmented system of committees
overseeing the intelligence agencies,
which has been blamed for failing in the
past to halt wrongdoing in the
intelligence community.
The proposal was made by Chairman
Howard W. Cannon of the Rules
Committee, who said the study should be
made by a new select committee, which
would not have legislative or budgetary
authority. Sen. Dick Clark (D-lowa)
called the proposal a repudiation of the
report and recommendations Monday by
the Senate intelligence committee.
The Senate is faced with deciding
whether to reveal the nation's budget for
spying and whether to approve any of the
intelligence committee's 86
recommendations for tightening control
over the intelligence agencies.

VICE PRESIDENT Nelson A.
Rockefeller yesterday apologized publicly
in the Senate for remarks implying that
Sen. Henry M. Jackson had one or more
Communists on his staff.
"There is no question that I made a
mistake." Rockefeller told the Senate. He
had been granted permission to speak in
the chamber.
"Obviously it was a mistake to have
engaged in unsubstantiated speculation
about two members of Sen. Jackson's
staff, even though I made no charges
against anybody and even though it was a
private discussion," the vice president
declared.
The Atlanta Journal has reported that
• Rockefeller, in a private meeting with
Georgia Republican leaders in Atlanta on
April IS, made a "thinly veiled"
suggestion that Communists had
infiltrated the staff of Jackson, a
candidate for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
Jackson denied the charge and
demanded an apology. Rockefeller
responded by telegram that "I made no
charges and therefore there are none to
be withdrawn."

THE VETO of a $4 billion foreign
military aid authorization bill is being
considered by President Ford because it
would restrict his ability to conduct
foreign policy. Republican congressional
leaders said after a White House meeting
yesterday.
At a 90-minute session dominated by
foreign aid issues, Ford also gave no
indication whether he would sign a
proposed compromise to a $5.6-billion
foreign aid appropriation bill, the GOP
leaders said. Before the proposed
compromise, he had threatened to veto
the bill because it carries extra money for
Israel. The compromise would replace the
money with a lesser amount of loan
credits.
Both the military aid and the general
aid bills are still pending in Congress.
"One of the points he made was that
he is definitely considering vetoing it (the
$4-billion military aid bill) and he was
asking for a reaction," said Rep. William
S. Broomfidd of Michigan, ranking
Republican on the House International
Relations Committee.
"I think he's just about made up his
mind to do that," said House Republican
Whip Robert H. Michel of Illinois. "There
lie very fundamental issues that he can't
stomach."
. . .

THE SUPREME COURT is considering
whether a school system must revise its
court-approved desegregation plan to
keep up with racial changes in
population.

again-

The court heard arguments yesterday
in a case from the Pasadena. Calif., school
district where extensive crosstown busing
has been used to comply with a 1970
desegregation order. That order said no
school could have a majority of students
from a racial minority.
But within a year after the
court-approved plan went into effect
many white families had moved from the
area, leaving a black majority in some
schools.
A US district court later ruled that the
school district must now come up with a
new desegregation plan.

• • •
POPE PAUL VI reached out to six
continents yesterday and named 19 new
cardinals, including Archbishop William
Baum of Washington, DC. a fighter
against racism. The pontiffs action made
the body that elects popes younger and
more representative of the Roman
Catholic Church in the Third World.
It also fueled speculation that the next
pope might be a non-Italian.
Pope Paul, in calling the fifth
consistory of his 13-year reign, also
selected two additional new cardinals but
kept their names secret. In the past the
Pope has held the names of prelates "in
pectore" (In his breast) because they lived
in Communist countries.
The selection of Archbishop Baum. a
49-year-old Texan, gives the United
States, a country of more than 48 million
Roman Catholics, 12 members in the
Sacred College of Cardinals. This is the
biggest US representation ever, although
three of the cardinals are retired and one
is over 80 and ineligible to vote in a
conclave for a new pope.

UNEMPLOYMENT among Ohio's
civilian workers dropped by .7 per cent in
March, continuing a decline that began at
the opening of the new year. Total
employment advanced.
In March, 383,000 persons were
unemployed or 8.2 per cent of the
workforce, compared to 8.9 per cent the
previous month, or 415,000 the Bureau
of Employment Services said yesterday.
The unemployment in March 1975 was
10.1 per cent.
Employment over the state moved
ahead 1.2 per cent to 4,277 000 workers,
with gains in farm and nonfarm jobs. All
industries shared in the increase as jobs
for wage and salary workers surged by 1
per cent to 4,003,000.
The rise in total employment resulted
primarily from non-manufacturing due to
growth in services, trade and local
government.

GOV. JAMES A. RHODES yesterday
signed into law legislation banning
across-the-board surcharges by natural gas
companies for emergency supplies, but
expressed serious reservations about the
law's long-term impact.
"By enacting this bill," Rhodes said,
"the General Assembly has created a time
bomb, which has the potential of driving
industries from Ohio, and creating havoc
in the state's regulatory process."
The measure, sponsored by Rep.
Michael P. Stinziano (D-Columbus), will
force Columbia Gas of Ohio and other
companies to stop billing residential
customers for high-priced natural gas
destined mainly for industry It takes
effect immediately and will mean a
72-cent decrease in a gas bill for the
average residential Columbia customer.
Columbia has been adding 75 cents to
SI to residential monthly bills, spreading
the cost of $33.7 million worth of fuel
purchased on the unregulated market last
winter to ease industrial and commercial
curtailments.

PAUL McCARTNEY and the Wings
group he formed after the Beatles broke
up, begin their delayed tour of the United
States on May 3, and McCartney won't be
surprised if the audiences include John
Lennon, George Harrison and Ringo
Starr.
And the four Beatles may even come
around to performing together again, a
spokesman for McCartney said yesterday.
"If the former Beatles do meet up with
one another again, it would be no
surprise. They tend to turn up at one
another's concerts," the spokesman said.
"Paul would be delighted to see them.
They are all friends despite their old
disputes."
McCartney was not available for
comment, but the spokesman indicated
that if the Beatles do meet again during
the Wings' tour, it's a afe prediction they
will discuss the possibility of a reunion on
stage.
"Paul McCartney's answer to the
question: *Will there be a Beatles' reunion
stage?' ia a definite maybe," the
spokesman said.

Review by
Michael Barson

It all started, the story
goes, on a train bound from
one small town in Florida to
another. Robert Redford, in
the process of researching
his role for the political
character study "The
Candidate," overheard some
real-life reporters discussing
the first reports of the
Watergate break-in. Redford
entered into the
conversation, and was
shocked to hear the cynical
newsmen wagering that the
story would die within the
week. The year was 1972.
Four yean have passed
since those gloomy days,
and time has vindicated
Redford's faith and
optimism in humanity.
THE WATERGATE story
did not die. On the
contrary: it has passed into
the mythology of America,
thanks both to Washington
Post repotters Carl
Bernstein and Bob
Woodward who doggedly
brought the hidden
machinations of the Nixon
regime to light, and to
Redford himself, who was
the driving force behind not
only the film but also the
original book version of
"All the President's Men."
More on that anon.
As far as the film itself
goes (now in Toledo,
eventually to come to
Bowling Green), it must be
noted that i< is a fully
realized, eminently
satisfying effort, one that
should not be missed.
Excellent on nearly every
conceivable level. "All the
President's Men" vindicates
the sincerity and. yes.
creativity of Redford (and.
by extension. Hollywood
itself) just as much as the
decisions rendered by Judge
Sirica vindicated the
American concept of
democracy and government.

It was Robert Redford
who sought out Woodward
and Bernstein in the middle
days of Watergate and
suggested to them that they
should structure their
projected book on the affair
as a thriller, a "whodunit"
detective story where the
excitement of the chase
overwhelmed the fact that
everyone already knew who
the villians were.
IT WAS Redford who
offered the two harried
reporters the princely sum
of $425,000 for the film
rights to that book, before
it was written, and before
Watergate had come to its
(tentatively) satisfying
conclusion. Again, it was
Redford who oversaw every
phase of the film's
meticulous production,
from the hiring of the
director (Alan J. Pakula. the
suspense master of "Klute"
fame) to the replication of
the Washington Post's
offices as Hollywood sets,
authentic right down to the

Digging

trash in the wastebaskets
and the pictures on the wall.
Redford spent $8 million
of his company's money
and three years of his life
making sure the job was
done right. His efforts were
not in vain.
No matter what you go
for in a movie. "All the
President's Men" is a clinch
to satisfy you. The acting is
first-rate, not only from
Redford (who manages not
to trade on his insufferably
beautiful visage more than is
humanly possible) and
Dust in Hoffman (whose
portrayal of Carl Bernstein
is sharply, if not 100 per
cent authentically, etched),
but also from Jason
Robards as Ben Bradlee.
Jack Warden as Harry
Rosenfeld and--most
especialry--Hal Holbrook as
the sinister soothsayer
"Deep Throat". Not a single
member of the large cast
disappoints.
DAVID SHIRE'S
suspenseful musical

embellishment of Gordon
Willis' camera design
succeed in transforming the
familiar geography of
downtown Washington into
a malignant hackgrund for
intrigue and danger. (Ironic
when you consider who
those Blue Meanies really
are. Or were.)
William Goldman's script
is brisk and sassy, with a
commendable lack of
gratuitous wisecracking and
glamorizing (though trying
to glamorize Redford would
be mere gilding of the lily).
Alan Pakula's direction
conveys the required sense
of menace with the same
panache he displayed in
"Klute" and "The Parralax
View," both masterpieces of
paranoid terror.
The film's most serious
flaw is not anything that
appears on the screen, but
rather something which
docsn't-and most certainly
should. Gone (or missing in
action) is the incident
recounted at some length in

Dustin Hoffman and Robert Redford portray Carl Bernstein and
Robert Woodward, the Washington Post reporters who became
national heroes, in the film "All the Presidents Men." The film is
currently being shown in Toledo and will be coming to Bowling
Green soon.

Consider Voting ^-^
in the Ohio June 8 primary

the book where in their
efforts to substantiate their
story on Haldeman's
complicity (the premature
breaking of which neatly
sunk the ' whole venture)
Woodward and Bernstein
decided in desperation to
tamper with the Watergate
jury, in the strictest closed
session at the time. One of
the jury members whom the
reporters were questioning
blew the whistle on them
and Judge Sirica gave them
the lambasting of their lives.
Indeed, they were
extremely fortunate that
they were not sentenced to
several months in prison for
their indefensible actions.
THAT REDFORD
decided to delete this
crucial incident from the
film does not speak well for
his "truthsayer" image. For,
truly, there was very little
difference at that point of
the adventure that
distinguished the
law-breaking of Woodward
and Bernstein from that
undertaken by the Nixon
regime. Good intentions do
not a good deed make, and
this (admittedly slight)
whitewashing this event,
and journalism by
extension, impairs the
credibility of "AH the
Presidents Men" to some
(again, slight) degree. Choir
boys, they weren't.
But when you see those
"Final Days" headlines
being typed out across the
screen at the conclusion of
the film, it is impossible not
to feel a surge of excitement
and, yes, pride. The good
guys win, it's a happy
ending, and damned If
Woodward and Bernstein
themselves didn't love this
movie when they attended
its Washington premier.
Now the journalism
schools can sit back and
watch those admissions
pour in. Becoming an
astronaut was a bit passe.

BARGAIN PRICES
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
All SIUOINTS SI.ZI...Wimi.D.I

SATURDAV-SUNDAV BARGAIN MATINEE'S
ADU1TSOIKYII.MI

OPEN AT
6:45 PM

Wood County Registration Deadline: May 10

Fill up that
Sunday

NOW....FIRST RUN
"HUSTLE" TONIGHT AT 7:30 AND 9:40 PM

Shell Ox caRttrL
Hex the cop.
They both
teke their Jobs

seriously

HELO OVER...3RD RECORD WEEK!
SEE...'TAXI DRIVER" AT 7:30 AND 9:30 PM
On every street m every city in this country there's a nobody
who dreamt of being somebody. He's ■ lonely fonaanen
man desperate lo prove thai he's alive.
"A JOLT1NO lllm to remember."
-wimmiaw.c— a
CCUMU nCTUBXS n»

ROBERT DENIRO

TAXI DRIVER

STARTS T0NITE...SEE IT AGAIN)
"BUTCH CASSIDY" AT 7:30 AND 9:40 PM

BUTCH* THE KID ARE BACK!
Juetfertefcnoftl
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Fogelberg's music 'easy-going'
Review by
David Fandray

Crowd

drawer,

Dan Fogelberg performed far an enthusiastic audience of 3,500
Monday night in Anderson Arena. (Newsphoto by Mkidy
Millipn)

Hie most fascinating trait
of Dan Fogelberg ii hit utter
lack of outstanding
character! stlci.
Tall and thin; sporting
long hah- and beard, denim
Jeans and flannel shlrt-he
looks Wee the archtypal
late-60s fdkslnger when he
aits down on stage and
straps on his acoustic guitar.
When he performs, he
does nothing to shatter this
impression He begins by
talking casually to his
audience, affecting the most
be gull in | of "down-home"
stage manners.
HU music is marked by
the same easy-going
simplicity
FOGELBERG IS not a
slouch as a guitarist or
vocalist, but neither does he
do anything that I have not
seen countless other
folkslngers do In
innumerable bars,
coffeehouses and dorm
rooms.
And such la the
impression left by his songs.
At times, they are
haunting. At times, they
sparkle with a memorable
malody or precise and
•nesting image.
Most of the time, though,
they are simply pleasant.
like the songs of so many
college-bred
acoustic
musicians, they ate vague
paintings of melancholy and
fatalism.
WHETHER THEY mourn
the lost love or deal with

Caucus disputes sex biases
By Renee Murawtki
Staff Reporter
Women's Caucus, an organization of female University
students, faculty and staff members, currently is taking
action on campus issues of concern to women.
Ambiguous staff contracts, female representation on
the Board of Trustees and inadequate campus lighting
were among the issues discussed at yesterday's caucus
meeting.
-atastahs 1.. Neuman.a contract employe representative
to the group'a steering committee, said staff contracts do
not adequately describe an employe's duties.
"The way contracts are written, it is not clear what
you are required to do. Consequently, you don't know
what you can be fired for doing," Neuman said.
THE ORGANIZATION also expressed concern over
Gov. James A. Rhodes' recent appointment of two men
to the University Board of Trustees. No woman will be a
member of the board after Anita S. Ward's term expires
May I.
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"THIS SYSTEM has been
sufficient for six decades.
We're not going to change it
for one hearing," explained
presiding Judge Raymond
Shannon.
The court explained to
the crowd of mainly older
spectators, many of whom
were wearing handmade
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Linda Koucky
Patty Krall
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Phone 352-9378
8th & High St.

, THE BROTHERS OF *
PHI KAPPA TAU
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1976 SPRING
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BOB BRINNING
PAUL CARPENTER
TOM CLARK
CHRIS HERB
CRAI6 HERB
KEVIN KNAPP
TIMMcCLUNG
JOE MOENICH
JIM REED
JOHNSEILER
RICK SHANNON
JEFF SIMER
TONY VADINI
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MARK ZIMMERMAN
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Roy Rogers

-FanHly Restaurants

10:30 am
at Chi-rr y wood Club

IS
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Try a Quarter Posusd of hand-molded freshly ground
beef on a toaated mini teed bun with Cowboy
Fries and crisp Cole Slaw

MODEL OPEN - 1 5 DAILY

Leasing Offico

CALL 352-4380

HAMBURGER PLATTER

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall

300 E. WotMtor
8741 Woodrille Rd.
SowlingGra.il
Northwood

CITY VOTERS had
rejected fluoridation tor
three separate referenda
before the state's Supreme
Court ordered Cincinnati to
obey a lQ6° state law
requiring fluoridation of all
water systems serving more
than 5.000 people.
The fluoride program has
been in operation for about
six weeks and will be built
up to full sttength within
(wo weeks, according to
waterworks officials.

SUMMER RATES

Bonnie White
Kim Winder

Patti Lazeron
Jacque Ionian
Sheila McCown

decision ordering the
process to begin in
Cincinnati.

s

QUARTER POUND

Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished

Fogelberg's overall sense
of good taste, however,
prevailed throughout moat
of the evening. It is unlikely
that many people left the
concert disappointed.

MID AM MANOR

Parttle Thompson
Rose Tombani

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

• it

Only an overly
self-indulgent electric guitar
workout on Stephen Stills'
"Bluebird" seriously maned
the show.

300 UNFURNISHED
$
350 FURNISHED

Karen Paxon

Management Agent For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & Hiqh
Haven House Manor - 1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.

buttons protest ing
fluoridation, that the
appellate court did not
work in the same
atmosphere as a trial court
and'was used to addrotslflg
legal questions.
The crowd had
frequently called for the
court to get a microphone
so they could hear.
What they wanted to hear
were arguments brought by
Robert Manley, attorney for
the antifluoridationists, who
claimed that scientific
evidence regarding fluoride
had come to light since the
Ohio Supreme Court

Lonnle Pomeranti
Gail Rudolph

Lellonl Gebhart
Nan Groves

80

the judges called for the
doors to be shut. The doors
had been open previously to
permit those outside to
listen to the proceedings.

CINCINNATI (AP) -- The
1st Ohio District Court of
Appeals, accustomed to
operating in a subdued
atmosphere delated|jtgj
legal questions, ran into the
emotionally-charged issue of
fluoridation yesterday.
Antifluoridationists
caused a 20-minute delay in
proceedings while a
three-judge panel huddled
with attorneys on how to
handle the overflow crowd
and deal with crowd noise.
When court was resumed,

SUPER 7 71

ch«ca Hemreaa u tr^—i

well. The desire to avoid
using sidemen could easily
have created a deadly
monotony. His use of the
piano on some songs and an
intelligent ordering of the
guitar songs, however,
avoided this pitfall.

Fogelberg moved the crowd at he showed his instrumental and vocal style.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

WELCOME ABOARD
TO DELTA GAMMA'S

CH€€^E.
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WHY FOGELBERG was
able to accomplish this
while so many equally
talented people are doomed
to failure is beyond my
ability to analyze.
The show itself was
proficient and amply
enjoyable. To say that

Fogelberg it not a startlingly
original artist Is not to say
that he it not a talented
performer.
He played his songs well.
He also projected an aura of
extreme likability. which is,
no doubt, the major factor
in the success of Monday's
concert.
In fact, Fogelberg's
control of the audience was
so complete that his
sing-along encore elicited
more audience participation
than John Denver was able
to muster three years ago
when he led s Bowling
Green audience in a chorus
of "Silent Night."
Fogelberg paced the show

Ohio District Court of Appeals
contemplates flouridation issue

Caucus members agreed to draft a letter to Rhodes
suggesting that he appoint more women in the future.
The group also suggested that further study be made
of the campus lighting situation. A petition by caucus
members to improve lighting facilities met with positive
action from the director of University Police, Dale F.
Shaffer. However, the Improvements Shaffer initiated
may not he adequate, according to the caucus'
chairperson Dr. Ramona T. Cormier, professor of
philosophy.
r^WfcgHer.--In other action, the organjjation discussed both the
possibility of developing a major or minor program in
women's studies and the problem of sex discrimination
in the classroom.
The group plans to schedule a meeting with University
Piovost Kenneth W. Rothe and Myron M. Chenault,
coordinator of human resources, to discuss classroom
discrimination
"We know it exists. But handling it Is a afferent
problem," Cormier said.

^

Without the aid of a
supporting act or backup
band, he held this
audience's rapt attention
throughout the course of his
two-hour show. And, the
common sentiment
expressed after the show by
most persons was that they
could have listened to him
play all night.

the inevitability of the
morning sunrise, Fogelberg's
songs are no more original
than those penned by a
generation of singing
guitarists weaned on James
Taylor and Nell Young.
Yet, Dan Fogelbetg Is
most impressive.
Most of today's talented
singer-songwriters are
doomed to play a treadmill
of Howard Johnsons and
Holiday lnns--or even worse,
spend a lifetime telling
friends they could make It
big if they only try.
Fogelberg, however, was
able to attract a crowd of
nearly 3,500 to Anderson
Arena Monday evening.

£

Phil Brumbaugh
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Bicyclists must follow regulations, too
By Michde Leate

Cycling info
Students enrolled in (eared cycling classes, sections
2858, 3013, 2859 and 3014 scheduled for the weekends
of May 14 and 28 should pick up printed material from
room 202, Hayes Hall. This information is very
important and should be completed and returned to
Robert Beard. 202 Hayes.

Science meeting
The Mid-Continent Regional Science Association will
hold Hi 8th annual meeting this weekend at the Holiday
Iim, 1550 E. Wooster St.
Papers of interest to economists, geographers and
political scientists will be presented during the morning
sesaionj from 8:30-11:30 and also In the afternoon
sessions from 1:30-4:30.
The meeting Is being hosted by the College of
Business Administration.

Camp counselors
Camp Courageous, a residential camp for mentally
retarded children and adults in Whitehouse, Ohio, is
looking for counselors for its summer program. Four
men and four women will be hired. The season runs June
14-August 29.
For an application and more information contact:
Jerry Zike, 4820 Parkgate Place Apt. 9, Sylvania, Ohio
43560 or phone (419) 882-6818.

Pageant tickets
Tickets are on sale for the 16th Annual Miss BGSU
Pageant to be held at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. Tickets are S3 for adults and SI for
students and may be purchased from any member of the
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity or be picked up at the fraternity
house. Tickets will also be available at the door the night
of the pageant.

Summer jobs
The Office of Student Employment is announcing
two summer job opportunities.
Cleveland Consumer Action, an umbrella organization
for several consumer groups, needs workers for a fund
raising canvassing program. The program will run from
June to early September, with 12-16 openings.
The Ohio Dept of Transportation has 300 temporary
summer engineering positions available beginning in June
and ending in early September. Engineering education is
not required, but engineering students will be given
priority In hiring.
For more details contact the Office of Student
Employment, 460 Student Services Bids..

Music program
Soprano Miriam Stewart Green, assisted by pianist
Virginia Marks, will present a lecture-recital titled
"Women: from Silence to Song" at 8 tonight in the
Recital Hall, Music Bldg.
Green's lecture will sketch historical aspects of the art
song as composed by women and will perform selected
numbers.
The lecture-recital is free and open to the public.

Shakespeare talk
David Bcvington, professor of English at the
University of Chicago, will lecture on " "But We Are
Spirits of Another Sort": The Dark Side of Love and
Magic in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream.' "
Bcvington will speak at 8 tonight in the Alumni
Room, Union. The lecture is sponsored by the English
department, is free and open to the public.

GSS meeting
Graduate Student Senate (GSS) will hold its next
meeting at 10 a m. Friday in the Taft Room. Union.
GSS Ii also sponsoring a party for graduate students
from 4-10 p.m. next Friday in the Ice Arena Lounge.

Caps and gowns
Seniors planning to graduate June 12 should order
their caps and gowns immediately at the University
Bookstore, Student Services Bldg. No money is needed
at the time measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements will be on sale at the
bookstore about two weeks before commencement.

Faculty conference
The College of Arts and Sciences is sponsoring a
conference on Faculty Excellence today in the
University Union.
The two morning sessions of the conference discuss
the questions "What are the conditions affecting
professional excellence in teaching research and
service." and "How can one achieve professional
excellence as a faculty member?"
Faculty members interested in attending should
contact the College of Arts and Sciences office,
372 2015

Moore breakfast
University president Hollis A. Moore Jr. will meet
with 15 University students for breakfast at 7:45 a.m.
May 5 in the Pheasant Room, Union.
Students wishing to sign up for this, the only
presidential breakfast of the quarter, may do so at the
Union ActtvtHet Office, Union.
There is no cost for the^reakfast.

Even before the last layer
of ice disappears from
campus streets and
walkways, the air fills with
Bowling Green's most
familiar sound of spnng-the
clicking hum of droves of
ten-speed bicycles.
Nearly 3,000 bikes
belong to on campus
residents alone, according to
James H. Ray, University
Police officer. Twenty new
bike racks were installed
outside of docms and
academic buildings during
spring break, but there still
is not enough parking space,
Ray said.
When students lock their
bikes to trees and other
objects, they are violating
one of a list of state laws
and city ordinances
concerning bikes on
campus.
"I DON'T believe
students are aware of moat
of these regulations," Ray
said. "At any rate. I don't
have the space to impound
the bikes of students who
go against them." He
usually impounds bikes only
if someone files a
complaint, he said.
Some of the regulations
that bike owners may not
be aware of are:

•Bicycles must be
registered with the dry of
Bowling Green and display
the proper tag. The fee is
SI;
-AU bicycle* must be
equipped with a white
headlight visible at 500 feet
and a red tail reflector
risible at 300 feet;
-Bicycles must have a
device capable of giving an
audible signal, such as a
horn or bell;
-Bicycles must yield the
right of way to pedestrians
and sound a warning when
approaching a pedestrian,
and
-All bicycles mutt be
locked.
On the streets, "Bikes
mutt abide by the tame
rules at motor vehicles,"
Ray said. "That means if
you run a ttop sign and get
hit, you would be the one
cited with failure to yield."
ALTHOUGH statistics
show that 1.10Cpersons die
in bike-auto collisions each
year, with 80 per cent of
the accidents resulting from
the cyclists' violation of
traffic laws. Ray said moat
collision accidents Involving
University students occur
between bicycles only.
"But I'm really surprised
that there aren't more

students hit by vehicles,"' he
said, adding that he has
observed quite a few
students riding carelessly.
The annual bicycle
auction consists of bikes
that have remained in
storage for 90 days after
being turned In to the lost
and found by University
peraonnel.
They aren't all junkers
either." Ray said. "Some of
the bikes at the last auction
went for $70." The
proceeds go to charity.
There are more than 20
unclaimed bikes In storage,
still within the 90day limit.
Students are welcome to
look at these, but they must
prove ownership and
register the bike before it
will be released to them.
Ray taid.
UNIVERSITY Police also
Issue a handbill which asks,
"Does your bike move you''
If you don't want someone
else to be moved by it, heed
this friendly warning."
Apparently students are
heeding the warning, which
urges prompt registration of
bicycles. Bike thefts
decreased 42 per cent last
year because of student
cooperation In registering
and locking bikes and
making use of racks, Ray
said.

University Police have
been receiving some help in
the prevention of thefts
from students who call in
and report anything
suspicious. "Four bicycle
theft rings have been broken
within a little over a year,"
Ray said.
Of the 682 bikes left on
campus outside during
spring break 508 were
registered and only 12 were
left unlocked, he added.
Almost any of the
popular chain or cable locks
can be cut with a saw or
boltcutter, Ray said, but the

thicker locks that take more
time and effort to cut
through discourage thieves.
HE SUGGESTS
locking the back vheel to
the rack rather than the
front because the gear
mechanisms make back
wheels "hot itemi" for
thieves.
Dorothy Joyce, owner of
DJ Sport Cycle. 115 W.
Merry St., agreed. "Wheels
get stolen as fast as hikes,"
she said. Special cables that
lock both wheels and the
frame to the rack are
available, she taid.

Joyce's store also repairs
bikes.
"Flat tires and bent
wheels and spokes are'
students' most common
complaints, but the main
things I'm always concerned
about are people keeping
their pedals, handlebars,
seatt and especially their
brakes, well adjusted." the
said.
Pamphlets on safe riding
and minor repairs can be
obtained from University
Police and the city's police
department.

Phi Kappa Tau fraternity
holds eager marathon
Screaming voices and
tired feet were two of the
many elements present at
the Men's Gym last
weekend as the Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity held their
second annual basketball
marathon for charity.
With contributions from
local merchants totalling
between $300 and S400,
the event was called a
succett by Jeffrey A.
Hobble, sophomore, who
was in charge of public
relations for the marathon.
Proceeds will go towards

d e n t a I treatment for
underprivileged children of
Wood County.
The event featured 22
fraternities and sororities
competing for trophies
based on the total number
of points scored during a
specific time period.
Trophies were also awarded
to the fraternity and
sorority which displayed the
most spirit.
FRATERNITY winners
were Beta Then PI, first
place; PI Kappa Alpha,

second and Sigma Phi
Epsilon, third. Sorority
winners included Delta
Zeta, Alpha Delta Pi and
Alpha Chi Omega, placing in
that order.
The marathon lasted
from 2:30 p.m. Saturday
until noon Sunday. The Phi
Kappa Tau'i also collected
$150 from an all-campus
party. That money was
Included In the contribution
total.
Bach entering fraternity
and sorority paid a $5 entry
fee.

Alums give time, money
By Tom Schrock
Staff Writer
Less than $100,000 in
pledges remain to be raised
to fund the SI million
Alumni Center currently
under construction,
according to Jerry L.
Updegraff, assistant director
of alumni affairs.
A telefund drive In
Columbus last weekend
collected $69,300 pledges,
exceeding the $60,000 goal,
Upedgraff said.
Nearly 160 alumni
worked during the four-day
drive and contacted about
7,500 alumni living in
southern Ohio.
THE TELEFUND began
Jan. 26 and has included
sessions in northwest Ohio,
Cleveland and Columbus.
Updegraff said other
sessions are planned for
next fall and may include
Detroit, New York and Los
Angeles.
Nearly $550,000 in
pledges was raised before
the telefund through
personal visits, Updegraff
taid.
The Alumni Center it
being funded entirely by
donations, with no state or
University aid.

provide 44 scholarships.
including 16 alumni merit
scholarships designed "to
attract the nation's moat
outstanding students" to
the University.

Other scholarships
Include twenty $300 awards
to be given by the five
colleges and six $100
scholarships for Flrelands
students.

I

■

Additional bicycle racks have been installed throughout the
campus to prevent theft of the University's rising number of
bicycles. (Newaphoto by Michele Lease)

HM

FOR RENT
818 7th St. &
707 6th St. Apt*.

SKI CLUB'S SECOND ANNUAL

CANOE TRIP

Those who or* going on the
canoe trip are reminded that
payments are being accepted
TONIGHT
in Rm. 363 Educ. Bldg. at 7:00
ONLYII

• • •

Forensics team members
may be able to attend next
year's National Debate
Tournament in Boston,
thanks to an Alumni
Association and Parents
Club donation of $22,000
to help students attend
meetings and competitions.
Several forensic team
speakers qualified for this
year's national tournament,
but were unable to attend
because of a lack of funds.
The donation is part of a
$36,000 allocation from the
Alumni Association and'
Parents Club to provide
scholarships and assist 19
University departments and
seven students groups.
THE FUNDS WILL

a*k

occupancy - 2 bedroom
2 full bath,
completely furnished

- H4 blocks north
of Tower*

•273 plus electric
351-0717

I

2 Bedroom 1 '/> bath
Fall rates - 4 people
•65 without dishwather/person/month
•70 with dishwasher/person/month
Summer rates '120/ apt. /month
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
For more Information
call 332-1476
anytime
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WHETHER IT'S A
QUICK LUNCH OR A
HEARTY SUPPER
GREAT SCOTS GOT

It Alii

Kissinger criticizes Rhodesia
' VLUSAKA, Zimbli
(AP) - Secretary of Stite
Henry A. Kissinger
yesterday
vowed
"unrelenting opposition" by
the United Stttes to Prime
Minister Ian Smith's white
.minority government in
'Rhodesia.
Smith reacted sharply,
saying the secretary judged
Rhodesia "from a
preconceived stance," and a
Rhodesian Mack leader said
Kissinger offered "nothing
that is new."
In a major policy speech
during his visit to Zambia,
the third stop on I
seven-nation African tour,
Kissinger called for a
negotiated agreement to
give Rhodesia black
majority rule within two
years.
To help secure a "just
and durable" solution in
Rhodesia, Kissinger said the
Ford administration will ask
Congress to repeal its
authorization for the import
of Rhodesian chrome in
defiance of United Nations
sanctions. He said the
United States will also ask
Sourth Africa and France
for full compliance with the
UN sanction.
"THE COLONIAL era is
i thing of the past,"
Kissinger declared in a
10-point speech at a
luncheon given by President
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia.
His statements were
intended to convince black
African leaders that the
United States stands with
them in favoring majority
rule for southern Africa.
Kaunda, speaking at the
luncheon, urged the United
States to take a more
positive approach to the
problems of southern Africa
and warned that time was
not on the side of the
whites.
"Those who are being
deprived of their rights are
working to end their
subjugation," Kaunda said.
"The wheels of history are
turning, bringing black
nationalism closer to where
the imperial conquest of the
black man started."
Before leaving Zambia for
Zaire, Kissinger made a
sightseeing detour to
majestic Victoria Falls.
Crossing an iron bridge over
the Zambezi River he set
foot momentarily in
Rhodesia.

40 minutes with Joshua
Nkomo, a black liberation
leader from Rhodesia, in his
hotel suite.
Kissinger said he outlined
for Nkomo the Ford
administration's backing for
majority rule in sourthem
, Africa. "We agreed to stay

in contact," Kissinger said.
In Salisbury, Smith
announced a self-styled
"new deal" for Rhodesia's
six million blacks who will
bring four conservative
tribal chiefs into the
government as cabinet
ministers and six other
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ABORTION
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1 Membrane in
the ear
5 Novel by Edn.
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10 Key way
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HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2 BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR SUMMER

705 7th STREET

DELUXE 2 BDRM.
FURNISHED APTS.
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL

CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
IFNO ANSWER
CALL 352-3029

724
Sixth St.
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23 Part of a range

24 Graf
25 Black and
glossy
26 Fig tree of India
2T City in Old
Caatua

31 Dicker*
character
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36
37
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Buffet
Castle adjunct
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subject
40 Twofold
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42 John
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CLASSIFIED
CAMPUS CALENDAR

Active Christians Today Bible studies; 603 Dough St. 9
a.m.. Noon. 2 p.m.
Computational Services La
MathSci. Bldg., 4:00 p.m.

Plume

Seminar

Rm.

220

The Sisters of Chi Omega
would like to thank all the
men who helped us with our
Formal Desserts. You guys
are Great! Love, The Chi
O's.
Theta Chls - Thanks for a
terrific warm-up and a great
time! Love, the Chi O's.

Jev.lsh Stud. Gp. presents the Pawn Broker w/Rod Stelger
tonight Rm. Ill Bus. Adm. Bldg 7:30 p.m. 50 cents don.
at door.

FOR SALE

BG Gay Union meeting Rm 203 Hayes 8:00 p.m.

TR-6 1973 Sun/Fun; Am.
FM, sucton bumpers; area
419 collect. 473-2267 or
531-4314.

BG Judo Club practice
7:30-9:30 p.m.

&

workout

Rm.

201

Hayes

LOST AND FOUND

PERSONALS

LOST: Silver ID bracelet.
Debby, 2-4727. Bet. Found.
& Hayes.

FINDERS - OVERSTOCK
SALE, prices reduced.

HELP WANTED
Babysitter wanted. Mon.
8:30-5:30. T-Th. 8:30-1:30.
W. 10:30-1:30. F. 8:30-10
a.m. Contact Angel ia Ball
831 7th St. Apt. 6.
Addressers wanted IMMEO!
Work
at
home-no
experience necessaryexcellent pay. Write
American Service. 1401.
Wilson
Blvd. Suite 101.
Arlington, Va. 22209.
Houseboy needed for 76-77.
Interviews will be next
week. Call Alpha Gamma
Delta. 372-2567.
SERVICES OFFERED

WAYNE
APTS.

13 Mrs. Thatcher,
for one
16 African republic: Pr.ap.

28 Living room
item.
29 Touriata'i
in Prance
30 Geographical
combining form

DOONESBURY

9 a.m.- 10 p.nv

1-800438-6534

Rhodesia the opportunity § j
to defend herself.
"I regret that he did not ■ |
take the trouble to come to >
Rhodesia in order to judge ,
for himself the true state of
affairs before attempting to '
make decisions on our • [
behalf." Smith said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

April 28, 1976

KISSINGER also took a
boat ride, was entertained
by native dancers and
presented with a fur-covered
drum and a pair of carved
wood impalas.
Earlier, Kissinger met for

Africans as deputy ministers
in the otherwise all white
16-man cabinet.
At the same time, he
accused Kissinger of
"judging and condemning us
from a preconceived siance
and without considering all
of the evidence or giving

EMPA
Material
We-cara.
1-3 p.m.
6:30-9:30

Emotional
S.
Pregnancy Aid.
352-6236. M8.F
Tu„ W„ Th..
p.m.

WANTED
2 f. rmmts. fall-spr. qtr. Mt.
Vernon
Apts. $70/mo..
$210/qtr. 372-5802.
76-77 1 t. to share apt. 521
E. Merry. Call 2-3317.
Mature f. to share yrs. lease
In 1 bdrm. apt. 352-2481
after 4.
1 m. to share apt. for 76-77
school
yr.
$85/mo.
Winthrop Terrace So.
352-3086.

Jac • Congratulations to the
new "flaming baby"! Love
you. Bev & Jim.
Roo
Rah's &
Green
Goddamn made our Pledge
Day complete.
Thanks
SAE's. The AX's.
W.D.K. it's been 2 years and now it's official. Thanks
for the present. L.B.
Good luck Becky Bohlman
at the Miss BGSU Pageant
this Saturday! Love, the
Delta Gamma's.
Delta Zeta welcomes their
exciting 18 pledges to the
bunch.
Dalts: Thanks for the hairy
buffalo tea & welcoming
our pledges to Delta Z.
Doubhboy says:
I'll be
there, how 'bout you: Miss
BGSU Sat. 8 p.m. Ballroom.
ALPHA
GAMS.
CONGRATS ON PLEDGE
DAY & THE WILD TEA.
LOVE' KAPPA SI6S.
Tom, Leslie. Cindy. Mike,
and Marsha; thanks for a
great weekend In the Windy
City. M.M.
Eunles Bar Happy Times.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 S.
Main St.

FINDERS - OVERSTOCK
SA E, prices reduced.

2 girls bicycles $10 each or
best offer. 352-2461.
Gold Clubs, bag. good cond.
Call
Ron after 6 p.m.
352-4057.
1968 VW, A-l shape. Call
352-5517 or 288-4234 after
5.
FOR RENT
2 bdrm. furn. pd. utll. exc.
alec. Laund. facil.. lounge
avail., ample parking,
288-1462 or 352-1778.
Apartments 1 rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
FOR
FALL
521
E.
MERRY. NEAR UNIV. 2
BDRM, 4 PERSON. FURN..
A/C, FREE CABLE. WASH
&
DRY
AVAIL.
$65/MO/STUDENT.
$260/MO. TOTAL OR
J780/QTR. PLUS ELEC.
EXC. COND. 352-6489.
FOR SUMMER 521 E.
MERRY. NEAR UNIV.. 2
BDRM, 4 PERSON. FURN..
FREE CABLE. A/C. WASH
& DRY AVAIL. ENTIRE
SUMMER $300 PLUS
ELEC. JUNE 18-SEPT. 15.
352-6489.
Subl. house summer 2
bdrm.
near
campus.
352-1270.
SUMMER APARTMENTS.
352-4671 or 352-1800.
FOR SUMMER 256 S.
Collage, Apt. A. turn.. 3
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rant $325. Deposit
$75. FOR SUMMER 256 S.
College. Apt. a. fum., 2

bdrm.. June 15-Sept. lb.
Total rent $300. Deposit
$75. Call 352-3611
of
352-6489.
„
Summer 2 bdrm.. turn,
central air 520 E. Reed
$350 for summer plus elec*
525 N. Enterprise $350 for,
summer plus alec. 525 N.
Enterprise $350 for summee
Newlove Realty, 352-5163.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS,
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger Chef)
CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (IV.
blks from Towers). *
bdrm..-4 man apts. (wil.
place 1-2-3 students into an
apt. to fill 4 man apt.1)
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4
students. 352-7365.
228 S. College. 2 bdrm. 6
man apts. for fall. $190/mo.
12 mo. lease. Ph. 287-4686.
606 E. Wooster across I.
Founders. Summer lease 2
bdrm. furn. $480/summef.
287-4686.
,
228 S. College; 1 bdrrn
apts. for fall Util. fum. exc.
elec. $160/mo.
12 mo.
lease. Ph. 287-4686.
2/3 bdrm. houses 441 arfd
423 N. Enterprise & '.,31
bdrm.
apt.
443
N.
Enterprise begin summer*
fall. 878-7437.
1 bdrm. furn. apt. 12 rrie). ]
lease near campus. Avail.
6
/
1
5
/
7 '6
352-5239/823-7555 afterf..
4 bdrm. 2 full bath fireplace
In living rm. full basement
auto, garage opener. Priced
middle 50's 352-5416.
Apt. to subl. June 15-SepN.I
15. 1 bdrm., furn., a#, |
$110/mo. Call 352-6390.
.
k_
For summer, 2 bdrms, turn,
a/c, pay only •lac., swim
pool, party house. Call
352-7721 after 5.
-

■»

1 bdrm. furn. apt. to still. I
June 15-Sept 1. $350; all I
util incl.. free laundry rro.'2|
blks.
from
campus,
T
352-1369.
Apartments & rooms fall 4.1
summer rentals. 352-736*5.1

G ready for Kenyon
By Greg Smith
lUtmimt Sports Editor
The Bowling Green lacrosse story you have seen this
season has been true, the opponents' names have been
changed to protect the innocent.
The coach's name is Jim Plaunt and his assistants are the
undefeated lacrosse team. It was Wednesday, April 27th
and the first-year coach was preparing his team for "the
%eek of the season." He was working the day shift from his
#ffice in the Ice Arena, going through the opponents'
touting reports.
I It read: The Falcons and the Kenyon Lords have had
Siree common opponents this year. Both squads are 3-0
fkainst the same opposition but the Falcons have outscored
ftem 58-13 compared to the Lords' 25-15.
j; BG SHUTOUT Oberlin 21-0. but Lords squeezed out a
4-4 triumph. The Falcons set a school scoring record against
|jfce Michigan State Spartans, winning 23-8 but the Lords

struggled to a 8-4 win. Kenyon defeated Ashland 11-7 while
BG handed the Eagles a 14-5 defeat.
The Lords feature an excellent goalie in sophomore Bob
Liegner. The Kenyon goalie has given up 44 goals in eight
games and ranks as the fourth best netminder in the
Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLA) Bowling Green's
dynamic duo of Pat Collura and Brand Closen rank one-two
in the MLA.
Coach Bill Heiser hasn't found much difficulty replacing
seven four-year performers including all-MLA goalie George
Parker, defenseman Joe Szmania and middie Kevin
MacDonald, who provided the Lords much of their scoring
power.
THE LORDS feature a trio of the best attackmen in the
MLA. Senior co-captain Jeff Kinder, high-scoring
sophomore Bob Samit and Bill Fanning give enemy goal
tenders much to fear. In the first six games, the trio scored
13 points apiece. And if that weren't enough Samit leads
the Lords with 15 assists, while Kinder has garnered eight.
And don't look for any weaknesses in the midfield as
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•One of those days'
By Sue Cater
Sports Writer
Did you ever have one of
I if hose days where nothing
I-Went right, but somehow
Ijjhings turned out OK?
IS Well, Bowling Green's
[■Women's track team had
lipne of those days Saturday
I At the Becky Boone Relays
held at the University of
'Kentucky.
Sickness and disaster
I iblagued the Falcon women
I ^throughout the one-day
[Ifvent.
Three members of BG's
national-qualifying mile
lei ay team developed severe
stomach viruses before the
meet but managed to finish
fourth with a time of
4:03,4.
•THREE GIRLS were
' tick, 4fd we had two 'bad.
handoffs." head track coach
Dave Williams said. "We still
"fan under the national
qualifying time though, and
had conditions been better I
^believe we would have won
the event."

Freshman Deb Romsek
and sophomore Jan
Samuelson. two unhealthy
members of the mile relay,
qualified for nationals
despite their illness.
Romsek finished third in
the 440-yard dash in 58.4,
qualifying for her third
event. She qualified in the
400-meter hurdles last
weekend. Samuelson placed
fifth in the 880-yard dash
with a qualifying time of
2:19.9.
Sophomore Jenny Gill,
coming off an ankle injury,
placed sixth in the long
jump with 17-10%.

The Falcons were hurting
as junior Loma Miller and
senior Linda Helmlnk, both
national-qualifying
hopefuls, suffered strained
"The teams that will be
arms in their respective
throffcg events 6f tfte || parttapattng at i^fcMU are
discus and the javelin. In basically the same ones that
addition, sophomore Ann were present for our
McKenna was slightly invitational meet," Williams
injured when she charged said. "1 think it will once
the second hurdle and lost again be a contest between
the lead in the 100-meter Central and ourselves."
hurdle event.
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THETA CHI HOUSE

Special Rates
2 bdrm. ffurn. opts.
Laundry Facilities, Lounge,
> Air Cond. & Ample Parking

>
^
•J 710 7th St.

Thiede hurls In home twlnblll today

Walk-on gets new life
A wet field and 31-degree
temperature cancelled
yesterday's scheduled
twinbill at the University of
Detroit.
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

"I WASN'T really
disappointed with the way
things went," Williams said.
"We just had a bad day, but
we still did better than I had
expected."
Michigan State University
led the scoring and was so
far ahead of the field that
no actual team points were
kept. Michigan State led the
25 team field followed by
the University of Kentucky
and the University of
Florida.
The women spikers travel
to Eastern Michigan
University (EMU) Saturday
for EMU's a nnual
invitational track meet
which will include
conference rivals Western
Michigan and Central
Michigan.

Stu Thiede has a long
way logo.
But he nearly didn't have
a route to follow until
baseball coach Don Purvis
gave him a new lease on life.
Thiede, cut from the
team last year, will pitch
today when Bowling Green
entertains Dayton in a
doubleheader that begins at
2 p.m. on Warren E. Steller
Field.
DAN HIPSHER will also
be given a start as the
Falcons (21-8) tune up for
their big Mid-American
Conference twinbill against
rival Toledo at home
Saturday.
Thiede, a hard-throwing
righthander, is a walk-on
this year. Working mostly in
relief, his record stands at
2-1. Although he is having
some problems, like serving
up five gopherballs, his goal
is to someday break into the
start irJfTolatiou.
Since the sophomore's
last goal -to make the
team--was accomplished,
this one also seems
attainable.

*

288-1462
352-1778 *
^
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LET SPRING GO TO
YOUR HEAD
WITH A

HAIRSTYLE

MONTY'S
BEAUTY SALON
131 W. Wooster
Call 352-2611

%dol%strfee
JEAN SALE

ALL SALES ARE FINAL
LOCATED IN THE STADIUM
PLAZA SHOPPING PLAZA

\
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"THERE WERE about
20 pitchers trying out and 1
nude the first couple of
cuts," he said. "Before the
last cut, though, scouts
went over us. The next day,
caoch said a list of who
made the team would be
posted."
Thiede wasn't on that
list, but he didn't give up.
"I really wanted to play
baseball," Thiede said. "I
thought immediately about
transfering. Then I called
my high school coach (Jack
Jones of Youngstown
Boardman) to see if he
could talk to coach Purvis
so t could get another
chance."
Purvis granted Thiede his
wish.
"HE WAS only a
marginal player last year,
but I'm well satisfied with
his progress up to now,"
assessed the BG bench boss.
"We are, not permitted to

have a junior varsity team
and that hurt. But this fall
we had him show what he
could do."
Thiede was not varsity
then and conside'ed himself
a "JV," who worked out
with the varsity but didn't
play in any games.
"1 WDNT expect to go
on the spring trip-it was
really a thrill."
Thiede had two good
outings in Florida,
according to Purvis.
"He threw a couple of
balls too high, but he'll get a
couple of starts," Purvis
said. "He's a big, strong kid
and stronger than much of
his competition "

IM notes
Entties for coed
innertube water polo
are due today by 5 p.m.
at 201 Women's
Building.
All captains of coed
innertube water polo
teams are also asked to
attend a meeting today
at 6 p.m. at 100
Women's Building.

I LEASING FOR FALL!
t♦

Ridge Manor
519 Ridge St.

3 man

•290-9'/a mo.
270 - 12 mo.

i* 4 man
*

•320 - 9V» mo.
300 - 12 mo.

*
*

t

I

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717

#**••****•******•*••*****»

DOMINO'S
WILL STILL
GET IT TO YOUR
DOOR IN 30 MIN OR LESS
1616 E. WOOSTER
Anything Else Is Second lost

i. >

H DOMINO'S 352-5221
PIZZA
The Pino People of B.G.S.U.

MAC Baseball
TEAM
Eastern Michigan
BOWLING GREEN
Miami

Ohio University
Toledo
Western Michigan
Ball State
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Kent State

Conference
GB
W
5
4
5
5

3

3
3
2
0
2

Overall

W
24
21
26
IS
20
14
24
19
6
(.

L

°

8
12
14
7
12
8
8
11
18

per.
.727
.728
.684
.517
.741
.538
.750
.704
.353
.250

Friday's Results
BOWLING GREEN 2-8, Western Michigan 0-2
Ball State 3-1, Kent State 0-3
Miami 3-0. Ohio University |-2
ToledQai Northern fllino

— 4>

Grumman likes to teach people who
aren't sure they can become pilots
Grumman American FlyinqCenters do it three ways one
by teaching you with teachers, not lust with people who
can fly two, by letting you learn at your own pace, with
your own personal study materials and combined with
the most advanced audio/visual aids available, and three,
by teaching you in airplanes thai give you that I can fly
leeling-trom the first time you sit at the controls
Grumman American students find it easy to stick with the
course, and fly off with higher test marks than students
learning the old way Come on out
and get the details

CONTACT
AVIAN ASSOCIATES
INCORPORATED
Wood County Airport
1235 E. Poo Rd. 332-3333
Student rates for
BGSU Flying Club members

t
jj

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL

8th ST. APARTMENTS

¥

Beat the rain and bad weather
located next to campus
321 E. MERRY
Fall leases - 9 months
•65 each or $260 per
month
2 bedroom • 4 persons
Furnished

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
WITH AIR CONDITIONING

NO MATTER HOW AAANY
ITEMS YOU ORDER ON
YOUR PIZZA ,

Cleveland Cavalier center Jim Chones (22) applies
pressure on Washington Bullet pivotman Wes Unseld
(right) during recent National Badcetball Association
playoff action. The quarterfinal, best-of-seven series
was knotted at three games apiece Tuesday night, as
the Bulets scored a 102-98 overtime triumph. The
deciding contest of the series will be played at
Richfield Coliseum, the Cavs' home court, tomorrow
night at 8. Two of the playoff games have been
decided in the last two seconds of regulation play,
making this elimination series one of the moat
dramatic ones in recent years. (AP Wirephoto)

SUMMER
LEASES
803-813 8th St.

y3 OFF

STARTS THURS. 6-9
CONTINUING ALL DAY
FRI. AND SAT.

"I'd never been cut from
anything in my life before,"
recalled Thiede. "It was fall
practice and there were a
tremendous amount of
people out.

*

NEW
*

juniors Bruce Thompson, Hamilton Fuhei and Mark
Martens give Heiser an experienced bunch of performers.
Thompson leads the middies with 17 points (7-10-17)
after six games. Senior co-captain Bob Gwin and Bill
Higgins head the defensive troops.
"KENYON IS an excellent man-up team, so we'll have
to be careful with out penalties," Plaunt said while walking
the beat. "We'll have to control the tempo of the game.
Well have more personnel than they will but they'll be the
best team we've played this year."
The Falcons, who own a 6-4 mark over the Lords, were
dealt a 6-4 loss by the Lords in 1973. It marked the last
MLA defeat for BG in 26 games.
"We've never played well there, but we'll be looking for
revenge," Plaunt said. "But we've got to play one game at a
time."
The Lords were dropped from the unbeaten ranks by
Denison's 13-4 triumph. The Big Red invades Doyt L. Perry
Field Saturday and promises to provide another stiff MLA
contest for BG.

•130 PER MONTH
PLUS ELECTRIC

RIDGE MANOR
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
Ml5 PER MONTH
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS
•130 PER MONTH
FOR 3 OR 4 PERSONS

CALL 352-0717
fc» ¥ »»»»¥ »» y ,y -y y y f

Washer and Dryer
available
Central Alrconditioning
Plenty of Parking
Free Cablevision
All utilities furnished
with the exception
of electric
Apartments are in
excellent condition

Call 352-6489
Summer rates are
3300 for entire summer
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Golfers rebound
By Dick Reel
A»ociite Sports Editor
It was a quick reversal,
and was impressive in more
ways than one.
Coming off a poor
showing in its own
invitational last weekend,
the Bowling Green golf
squad abruptly halted its
mediocre play Monday with
a third-place finish in the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) Invitational at Miami
University.

Billet-like footwork
■ ad a sweeping
forehand make a
winning combination
for Mary Kurz, number
one sophomore netter.
Kurt defeated her
Wittenberg opponent
(-7, 6-0, 6-0, leaving
her with a 3-1 scaaon
record (Newtphoto by
Mindy MiDigan).

AND AS A result of
being the top MAC team in
the 36-hole tourney, the
Falcons have earned a berth
in this weekend's 72-hole
Northern Intercollegiate
tournament to be played on
Ohio State's Scarlet course.
BG's 779 at Miami trailed
champion Ohio State's (who
else?) 752 and runner-up
Purdue's 775.
The
Falcons
accomplished the
turnaround behind a
medalist performance by
Johnny Miller and a
courageous effort by Steve
Cruse.
Miller, who has come close
to winning a host of
tournaments despite being
just a sophomore, finally
captured top honors among
90 individuals on Miami's
Hues! on Woods course.
In winning his first

Netters remain unbeaten

college tournament ever, the
Dubuque, Iowa native had
rounds of 72 and 73,
including a par on the last
hole, knowing he needed
one to win.
Miller's 145 edged
Northern Illinois' Mick
Soli's and Ohio State's Craig
Carson's 146 totals. Both
are among the premiere
golfers in the midwest.
-ITS THE BEST I've
played in about three
weeks, "Miller said
yesterday. "I just went out
and said 'the heck with itIll go out and play and
relax.' And that's what I
did.
"I made a few putts early
that put me in a good frame
of mind," he added. "My
thumb had been bothering
me, so I taped it up and it
felt better and that might
have helped."
Cruse, the Rochester, NY
freshman, played the final
27 holes with a pulled
muscle in his back, a painful
injury for a golfer.
"Wc got permission to
administer ice on his back,
and we followed him
around on the course to do
that," BG coach John Piper
explained. "Caddies weren't
allowed, and Steve had to
almost get down on his
knees to pick up his bag to
carry it.
"Ralph Guarasci of Ohio

State played with him and
displayed good
sportsmanship in picking up
Steve's ball out of the cup
each hole," the BG mentor
added.
Piper expressed
satisfaction with the way
Cruse played under the
adverse conditions.
"HE COULDNT hit the
ball more than 185 yards,
but he got it up and down,
made some key putts and
chipped well." Piper said.
"If he wouldn't have
finished, we would have had
to count (Jeff) Parsons' 83
the first round and (Steve)
Mossing's 86 the second
round. Cruse hung in there
and played with courage."
Despite the injury, Cruse
managed to card rounds of
81 and 80 for a 161 total.
Other scores for BG were
Pat Dugan at 157 (78-79),
Gary Treater at 158
(77-81). Parsons at 160
(83-77) and Mossing at 167
(81-86).
In placing third. BG
finished ahead of league
competitors Kent State
(fifth). Northern Illinois
(fifth). Ball State (eighth).
Miami (ninth). Toledo
(ninth). Ohio University
(12th) and Western
Michigan (I 5th).
''We resurrected
ourselves." said a gleeful
Piper.

Johnny Miller

Women win two I Good, bad news for thinclads I
BySueCaaer
By
Sue Carer

C
.. Writer
1. '.
Sports

They play hard using
fundamental skills, nothing
fancy.
They are the Bowling
Green women's tennis team.
They are undefeated for the
season (5-0). They recorded
their third and fourth
shutouts of the season by
defeating Wittenberg
University (WU), 5-0 and
Notre Dame University
(ND). 30 Saturday at the
Ice Arena courts.
Number one singles
sophomore Mary Kurz had
difficulty in her first set
losing 7-6. but came on
strong and handed Robin

Ulsamer straight set defeats
6-0, 6-0.
BG'S NUMBER two and
three singles had a field day
as they routed their
opponents. Freshman Barb
Swick, playing number two
won easily 6-0, 6-1, and
junior Patti I'll/, defeated
Barb Russell 6-2, 4-1.
Seniors Sue Rupert and
Jonalee Wiandt. playing the
number one doubles
position, won a long,
hard-hitting match against
Joanne Koebler and Connie
Crritin 6-4,5-7, 7-6.
"Our opponents weren't
as lough as I had expected "
BG head coach Janet Parks
■ aid. "Our girls are
definitely improving every

/ n ! i\

week and I am extremely
...
I *k
lb.
with
the
performances."
The Notre Dame match
was called because of rain,
but the women netters were
ahead before the downpour
and alottcd the victory.
The number one singles
and doubles were rained
out. Swick won 2-6, 6-2, 6-3
and Pilz again whipped her
foe 60, 6-2. Both Swick
and Pilz remain undefeated
on the season.
In doubles action,
freshman Carol Rantala and
Robin Ziska won easily 6-3,
3-0 before the rain halted
the match. Rantal and Ziska
also won against Wittenberg
6-2, 6-2.

_
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pleased

Women laxers win
By Sue Cater
Sports Writer
Eleven schools and three
club teams participated in
the Sauk Valley Farm
lacrosse weekend in
Michigan last Saturday. And
for Bowling Green's women
laxers it was a learning
weekend and a winning
weekend.
"Sauk Valley is just a
playing weekend for the
teams in the Midwest
Conference," BG head
coach Carol Durentini said.
"Most teams use this time
for conditioning. The
matches are shortened to 25
minutes which allows for a
lot of playing time."
ALTHOUGH the
conditions were quite soggy.
the Falcons managed to
whip the Michigan State
club team, 20-3, and slide
by Ashland College. 3 2.
while losing to the College
ofWooater, 2-0.

"The Michigan game
pioved to be a rout."
Durentini said. "They were
just a weak team."
Four seniors lead the
scoring for the Falcons, now
5-2. Ginny McGee and
Cindy MacDonald netted
five each while Jill
Durnwald and Phyllis
Starrelt added two and one
respectively. Sophomores
Gail Billet and Judy
Pelphrey completed the
scoring with four and three
goals apiece. The very
definitely outclassed
Michigan team was outshot
by the Falcons. 36-5.
However, the impressive
win did not please the laxer
coach. Durentini did not
think the girls played well as
a team and added that work
needs to be done on general
skills.
"WE'RE GOING to have
to bone up on fundamentals." Durentini said. "It's

THE NEW MANAGEMENT OF

BIO BARNEY
AUTO WASH

the basic skills of the game
that are needed to win as a
team."
Bowling Green was able
to endure the adverse
weather conditions and hold
on to a slim lead which
eventually proved to be
enough to win in the close
match with Ashland.
Seniot Mary Schlangcr
was lop scorer with two
goals, while Billet added
one. The Falcon women
outshot the Eagles, 13-7.
The College of Wooster
avengened an earlier season
loss to the Falcons and
handed the women laxers
their second defeat. The
game was quite physical
with a lot of unnecessary
body contact occuning.

*

I

By ll.ll Estep
Sports Editor
There was some good
news and some bad news for
the Falcon tracksters over
the weekend
First, the good news: BG
won two events and placed
in five others at the Ball
State Relays.
Now, the had news: the
Falcons failed to place in
any event at the prestigious
Drake Relays.
AND THAT'S the way
the local thinclads' season
has been thus far-good and
bad up and down.
"Injuries haven't helped
our situation," Falcon head
coach Mel Brodt said. "Add
to that inconsistency all the
things we've talked about all
season."
The Falcons completed
their relay campaign
without the services of four
quartermilers. Freshman
Mark Butler, who has yet to
compete this outdoor
season, sophomore Rick
Hutchinson and juniors
Walter Hawkins and Randy
Zimmerman all missed the
weekend's action.
"And with those four
out, the main burden of
responsibility falls on (Ron)
Taylor and (Ivor)
Immanuel," Brodt said.
ALTHOUGH BG's four
relay squads entered in the
two-day, rain-hampered
Drake event did not place,
the sprint medley and
distance medley foursomes

recorded season best
performances.
The sprint medley
quartet of Brian Storm,
Emmanuel, Taylor and Gary
Desjardins bettered the
previous best' clocking by
nearly eight seconds in
3:26.3. while the distance
medley team of Dan
Dunton, Taylor, Desjardins
and Ryan ran a season best
10:03.5
In that distance medley
race, Desjardins' strong
third leg put the Falcons in
front, but anchorman Ryan
tripped over an opponent's
foot on the first turn of the
last lap and "lost a good
eight to 10 seconds,"
according to Brodt.
NCAA QUALIFIER
Storm also broke his streak
of placing in the 100-meter
dash finals in the relays.
After placing at the Florida,
Dogwood and Kansas
events, Storm finished
fourth in his preliminary
heat in 10.7.7. The top two
finishers in each heat
advanced to the finals.
At Ball State, with half
the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) schools
competing also in the rain,
Jeff Opelt and Lew Madin
were Falcon winners.
School record holder
Maclin won the triple jump
with a leap of 47-4H and
Opelt tied with Toledo's
Mike Pensinger at the
winning height of 14-6 in
the pole vault. BG's Shawn
Beamer also finished secortd
at 14.6.

SENIOR TOM Newbem tied
for third in the triple jump
at 45-34 and also added a
fifth place finish m the long
jump with a 22-5-S4 effort.
Ron McGruder, the
Falcon's lone bonafide high
jumper, placed third in his
specialty with a season best
effort of 6-6.

Jerry Johnson, Richardo
Bailey. Dave Cianneli and
Rick Cron. sixth In 43.4.
The Falcons open a
month of Mid-American
Conference action Saturday
with a home dual meet with
Central Michigan and Ball
State.

BG wins MAC matches
By David Smercina
Sports Writer

Dennis and Dave Trimble all won in
straight sets, while Tom Olson was the
only Falcon needing three sets.
Gill said that the EMU match was
close and hard fought.
Four of the matches were taken to
the limil of the sets, with the lone
Huron win coming at sixth singles. 6-1.
6-7. 6-3.
THE PLAYERS who scored BG's
three points in the Penn State match
were Rob Dowling, 4-6. 7-5. 6-4.
Trimble 6-1, 7-6, and the number two
doubles team of Dowling and Trimble.
7-6, 6-3.
Number one player Johnson showed
signs of returning to his top form of
last year dunng the weekend's action.
"Up to this point Glenn has not
been quite a strong as last year." Gill
said.
DOWLING WAS the only Falcon to
post a perfect 6-0 record for the
quadrangular. The performance earned
Dowling the MAC player of the week
award.'
"I don't feel that Rob played that
well," Gill explained. "He's very
competitive. He mentally outplayed
his opponents this weekend."
The second doubles team of
Dowling and Huffer won its sixth
straight match since the Ohio State
embarrassment three weeks ago.

Two wins over the weekend kept
the Falcon tennis team's
Mid-American Conference (MAC)
record unblemished at 3-0.
Head coach Bob Gill was happy
with his team's performance on Friday
and Saturday as the netters defeated
Kent State University (KSU) 9-0.
Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
8-1 and lost to powerful Perm State
University (PSIT) 6-3, at the KSU
quadrangular.
But Gill is wary of the upcoming
MAC competition, which should prove
to be rather formidable.
THE THREE MAC schools that
were defeated by Bowling Green,
Northern Illinois University. EMU and
KSU. were picked by the league's
coaches to finish seven, eight, and nine
respectively in the conference this
year.
"Kent is a little weaker than last
year," Gill said. "But we had to work
as hard to beat Eastern as we did to
beat Northern Illinois, whom we beat
5-4."
The Falcons lost only one set in the
entire Kent State match.
IN SINGLES play. Glen Johnson.
Rob Dowling. Brian Huffer, Doug
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PIZZA NIGHT

DIAGRAM MERE

ADDRESS
PHONE

at Crusty's Pizza

Jim till out tha 'Grant Pal PUv" contort form and submit
• diagram of you. play to tha UKUI "Slug Ribbon Pan.1 of
coaching i.ptm"

PRESENTS THE BEST DEAL IN
TOWN. STOP IN AND CHECK
OUT OUR GASOLINE PRICES
100 S MAIN ST.

Other Falcon placings at
Ball State included: Gary
Little, sixth in the six mile
at 32:31.6; Brian Hoch.
sixth in the open 440-yard
intermediate hurdles at
56.6; Dave Godftay, fourth
in the invitational
intermediates in 55.9 and
the 440-yaid relay team of

Ttw sight mat original, imaojnativa and laaal playi will ba
aatactad by ttia iudgat and will ba placad into tha olfamiva
tama on Saturday
May 8. at 1:30 p.m. AH oifht
ptiia-winning plays will ba run during tha gams and tha ordar
erf pcina will ba datarrmnad by tha yards aainad on aach
play. All sight plan will ba utad dunng tha ipnng gams.
Tha two-baat playi, based on tha yarda gamed, will lit
incorporated into .ha Bnwlmg Groan ottania tor tha 1976
aaaaon
and wM
ba uaad in a game type situation dur.ng
on* ot BG » tin homa gams in 1976. And thay may ba uaad
mora il thay proao to ba auccaaaful.
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GREEN VIEW APTS.
NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER 4 FALL QTRS.
OPEN DAILY 12-6

Special Summer Rates
214 NAPOLEON RD.

352-119S

'1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza
5*8 P.M.
532 E. Wooittr

Dine In or pickup
Ph. 352 3551

H you'tra anr wanted to ba a coach, haras your chanca to
ba part of tha Falcon coaching brain Iron to. MM
CONDITIONS OF CONTEST
1. Ccteet it open to all reader, ot tha BG New.

| DESCRIBE YOUR PLAV IN WRITING ON SEPARATE PAPER
I

2. Contaatamt may onto, mora than onca but m
an amrv
lorm mult accompany aach entry.
*"">
3. Daadlrna tor antriaa it Friday. Apr. 30,1976.
4. Entriat ihould ba aant to * "GREAT PFT BB aw

SPONSORED BV

P AN
• A. I MM SIGMA
£ K.L9'S
. FOXSDEN
MCDONALD'S
. IRAILRNITY
sujM.Mam
Stadium View Plata
RESTAURANTS
L
^LAv°°M
FALCON PLAZA MOTS L
CLOTHES TREE
NIKIS BOOTERY
112 S. Mom
Across from Harshman
Stadium View Plata
Stadium View Plata

